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DIGEST

1. Protest against agency cost evaluation is sustained
where agency accepts proposed costs without adjusting for
differing approaches to identifying evaluated management
and support effort, which resulted in the awardee assigning
significant costs to the unevaluated environmental restora-
tion effort which cost were based on projected funding
availability, not actual costs; since the government
generally is bound to pay the contractor its actual and
allowable costs, regardless of the costs proposed, a cost-
realism analysis must be performed on proposals for a cost-
reimbursement contract to determine the extent to which an
offeror's proposed costs represent what the contract should
cost, assuming reasonable economy and efficiency.

2. Protest that discussions were inadequate is denied where
agency's question to protester during discussions was rea-
sonably calculated co lead generally into the area of its
proposal requiring amplific-atcn.

The version dated October 12, 1993, contained confidential
source selection sensitive information and was subject to a
General Accounting Office protective order. This version of
the decision has been redacted. Deletions in :e:x: are
indicated by "(deleted]."



DECISIOW

Parsons Environmental Hanrsfri, :nc. and WIasE Manaemeent
Environmental Services, Inc. (WMES) przses- ster ecar-mert
of Energy's'(DOE) award of a contract to 5 -e :-. ar.- ,
Inc., under request far orcoosals (RFP) Nz. DE-KPOE-2?.-
12367, co act as the Environmental Ressoratlr. Manaoemeno
Contractor (ERMC) at D-E's Hanford Site. Parsons and WMES
challenge DCE's evaluasrton of technical and price propcsals.
In addition, WMES argues that DOE failed to engage :.n mear-
ingful discussions concerning perceived def:c:encoes r. :s
proposal.

We sustain Parsons' protest and deny WMES's.

BACKGROUND

The ERNC solicltation contemplated award of a cost-plus-
award-fee contract for a contract period of up to
8 1/3 years--including a 4-month transition, 5-year base
period and 3-year option--to provide technical and manage-
ment staff to plan, procure, manage and integrate the
activities required--including characterization, remedia-
tion, decontamination and decommissioning of waste sites and
facilicies--to accomplish the environmental remediation of
the Hanford Site. Although the specifications provided for
the ERMC to furnish management and support services and
possess the in-house capability to conduct the majority of
remedial investigations and feasibility studies necessary to
define and quantify the nature and extent of contamination,
the ERMC was not itself excected to perform the actual reme-
diation work. Rather, the specifications provided for the
ERMC to subcontract remedial design, decommissioning, decon-
tamination, construction, transportation, and other remedial
and corrective services.

The solicitation provided for evaluation of proposals based
on technical/business management and cost factors, The
technical/business management factor encompassed four evalu-
ation criteria, including (1) personnel and organization
(for which a maximum of 2,400 of 6,000 total technical/
business management evaluation points were available), which
was stated to be significantly more important than (2) expe-
rience of the firm and (3) program management, which were
stated to be of equal importance (1,500 points each); and
(4) corporate commitment, which was stated to be less
important than firm experience and program management
(600 points). The solicitation stated that cost would be
less important in the evaluation than the technical/business
management factor. The RFP provided for evaluation of
proposed costs to establish reasonableness and appropriate-
ness of cost, "felvaluated probable cost to the (gjovern-
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ment, offeror's undersanadi -of t..e w_:: or. ------
financial capability CDto err-..

The solicitation lim4ied t-e ::st da:. reouire:--~ s
supplied by offerorsr W ithn rescc _re 
period, it instructedi :fer-rs s-ha n

[!sihould only reflect estimated costs toe
incurred for adrnr.:sr a on, program man a eer.:,
project control, quality assurance, safe-; aso
health, procurement, and other suppor: runc-
Such costs related to [remedial investigat:ns!
feasibility studiesl work performed by tre offer r
should be excluded and segregated to the ex:cent
practical. Direct labor and associated costs
should be submitted for all proposed key, manage-
ment and crher personnel anticipated for oroject
management and support functions, Estimated costs
for any force accourt, ora:t labor or subcontract
effort to perform environmental restoration activ-
ities are not required. Estimated costs for
actual environmental restoration activities such
as assessment, remediation, decontamination,
monitoring, etc. are provided in [actachment
[No,] 2."

Offerors were instructed to base their estimate of manage-
ment and support costs in the 5-year base period upon the
third of three possible funding scenarios (providing for
$723,315,200) for environmental restoration activities set
forth in attachment No. - to the RFP. With respect to the
3-year option period, however, the solicitation did not
furnish a figure for the expected budget for environmental
restoration work; instead, offerors were instructed to esti-
mate the level of environmental restoration activities dur-
ing the option period, which would form the basis for calcu-
lating the necessary management and support costs, by "using
an escalation factor of ten (10) percent per year applied to
the fiscal year 1998 cost breakdown" (in the case 3 funding
scenario)*

Five offerors suomitted proposals in response to the soli-
citation; three, including Bechtel, Parsons and WMES, were
included in the competitive range and after discussions were
requested to submit best and final offers (BAFO).
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Based upon its evaiuat.:n :r f _-:c _, ra-ea Ee:-- 's crz-
posal highest; sc r r.g for the te:nn:zaI Cr, :- _rement
proposals was as F_-'ows:

Bechtel a rsrs s CME

Personnel!/ 2,3_ : 2,6:
Organization

Experience of 1,%5 150
Firm

Program 1.420 l 9 1l25s
Management

ccrpcrate 516 516
Commitment
Total
Technical/
Business -. 735,472 49 3

DOE's Source EvaluatiCrn Boarj (SEB) ftu-md the Bechtel and
Parsons proposals "equal" with respect to relevant past and
comparable firm experience and "basically equal" with
respect to program management; it also assigned them equal
scores u~nder the evaluation criterion for corporate commit-
ment, However, the SEB rated Parsons' proposal "signifi-
cantly lower" than Bechtel's under the criterion for pro-
posed personnel and organization, primarily because of
Parsons' lower score with respect to key people (which
accounted for 200 of the 264-point difference in total
cechnical/business management scores). While Bechtel was
evaluated as proposing an "extremely strong top management,"
the SEB concluded that Parsons' top management "did not
demonstrate very strong leadership qualities"; 10 cif
Bechtel's top 14 proposed managers (including its president)
were rated as outstanding and 4 as good, while only 8 of
Parsons' proposed top 14 managers were rated as outstanding,
5 as good, and its president as only satisfactory.
Transcript (Tr.) at 753-755.

WMES' proposal was rated significantly lower than Bechtel's
and Parsons' proposals under three of the four technical/
business management subcriteria--eersonnel/organization,
firm experience and program management. With respect to
personnel/organization, which accounted for 500 Qf the
799-point difference in scores relative to Bechtel, the SEB
found that WMES' proposed managers possessed less relevant
experience with the governing environmental statutes and
regulations than did Bechtel's and Parsons' managers and
that WMES had proposed the most complex organization of the
three, with an "excessive number of organizations whose
interactions would be necessary for the performance of
work." Likewise, the SEB found WMES' approach to program
management to be weaker; in contrast to Bechtel and Parsons,
which both proposed "a dedicated project team concept
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applied directly :: ey wor a-reas," WMES'
management approach was viewed as inv: v.=-rynr-e
number of organizations an-d he diffused ass-n- S4e-n: -.
responsibility for accomprlrshi-g work in key areas, :-
addition, the SEE concluded that WMES' Prcpzsei acr:a3r.
(and initiatives) fdiled toZ fully take t nt_ 5::
status (and demar.ds on resources) or ane curent rr :-a-.
Hanford, The SEB also rated NWMES lower under se 
experience critericn because o3 its perceivedo - :mi-ei
environmental restoratlon experience or, large -:s~r a
sites (similar to Hanford) and its limited excer'e-.e *-,
handling mixed wastes (similar to those found A: '3'.- -

The SEB generally found the offerors' propcsed costs and
fees, as set forth below, to be reasonable and ancroortave.

Bechtel Parsons NME

Transit,_on $ 4.280.536 $ 3.36E. 093 $ 4,330,-:
Base
--Management 56,111,140 58,875,211 66,309,814
--Restoratton 723,315,000 723,315,000 723,315,.00
--Fee 77.9.38797 71,500,000 58,382,000
----Total ; rt364t327 ; 553,690,2L1 $ 943,306, 14

Base

ODtion
--Management $ 38,611,834 $ 42,430,208 $ 45,471,283
--Restoratronr 646,605,191 601,478,000 590,822,000
--Fee 68,518,971 58,900,000 47 048 000
---- Total s 753,735,996 $ 702,808,208 $ 683,347,283

Option 
Total Contract $1,615,38:,459 $ ,560, 366, 5l2 51 535, 684, 797

Nevertheless, the SEB determined that the proposals were not
comparable in this area, concluding that "the proposed costs
fairly represented the probable cost to the (glovernment for
the ERMC management and support, subject to variances in
assumntions." (Emphasis added,] Specifically, the SEB
noted that its financial adviser had discovered certain
significant differences between the proposals which,
according to the adviser, reflect the "unique approach to
the ERMC effort" proposed by each offeror and "distort any
comparison of a bottom line amount." For example, the
financial adviser noted that while Parson's costs were based
on proposing 2,292,908 pr:ductive labor hours, WMES' pro-
posal was based on only 1,715,189 hours and Bechtel's on
only 1,533,940 hours. (The financial adviser also noted
that while application of the s:licira:i:r. instructricns for

'The SEB's financial adviser also noted that the proposed
average hourly labor rates and fringe benefits differec
significantly. Thus, Bechtel's hourly rate of (deleted]
[deleted] Parsons' (deleted] and WMES' [deleted], while
Parsons' and WMES' allocation for fringe benefits apparently
[deleted] Bechtel's.
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calculating environmenta- res-rat-:zn wcr• :..e :cL-.
yours should have resulted :- an est:ma-e m:::: .,

offerors instead had arrlved a- ifferent res :-, ran4LnJ
from Bechtel's assumption of a $646,6C5,'DM biget,
Parsons' $601,418,000 and WS'4173 $590,822,SKO.; Basci :n
evaluation of proposals, in'cluding prcpcse-szsrr:no, she
SEB concluded that the cost zifferences, o~rtr:. -
direct labor costs and staffirg, Gould be "direct" ' rrrc-
uted to differences in (i) staff experience (e.2., :sstana-
*ng ratings Zor strong personnel), (i;i) i; -cganizat::na'
structure (flat versus complex), and (iii) the use zf
subcontracts." According to testimony given at the hearing
our Office held on these protests, the SEB spec!fically
found that the staffing plan of each offeror was reasonable
for the management and support approach proposed. TR at
204, 211-231, 433-446, 536-537, 713. The SEB, however,
further determined that:

"(d~ifferences in each offeror's assumpt-:ns
result in a lack of comparability between each
offeror's total costs for the ERMC management/
support. This has occurred primarily because the
SEB and offerors are unable to accurately segre-
gate subcontract costs i...o the summary work cate-
gories of (environmental restoraticn] activity or
management/support."

Nevertheless, the SEE ultimately concluded chat while there
was a "definitional problem in this area," the number of
personnel at issue was probably no more than 10 and certain-
ly was "relatively insqinif::ant." Tr. at 542, 552, 554,
716.

In his contemporaneous source selection decision, the source
selection official (SSO) stated that he was selecting
Bechtel for award based on its outstanding top management
team and the strong personnel throughout its organization,
and based on his further view chat Bechtel's flat organiza-
tional structure would contribute to the efficient perfor-
mance of the statement of work. Although the decision
memorandum indicated with respect to cost only that the
proposed costs and fee were considered acceptable, subse-
quently, in response to Parsons' and WMES' protests, the SSO
explained that he had also considered the materiality and
relative significance of the difference in costs. He indi-
cated that given the "relatively small magnitude" of the
cost differences "(wjhen considered as part of the total
contract costs"--3 1/2 percent between Bechtel and Parsons
and 5 percent between Bechtel and WMES--he had concluded
that the differences "would not be sufficient to affect
my determination that Bechtel's technical and business
management superiority was more important."
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PARSONS PROTEST

Parsons contends that the cost evaluat .n w mas pmtr:Cer
because DOE failed to est-mate a probate ::s: fr ;--.
offeror's performance of the entire ERMO co.raot, ar,:uin~
the environmental restoration work, based on t-e firm's
particular proposed approach. Parsons fur-her tsnten.s
that, even with respect to the management ard sccpr-
porcion of the contract, DOE's most probab.e :3:_ 5zs:3

was incomplete because the agency failed t re::r.c e

(1) the overall significant differences in prcposed Dprduc-
tive labor hours between Bechtel (1,533,940 hours), WMES
(1,715,189 hours) and Parsons (2,292,908 hours), and (2) the
differing approaches of the firms to segregating the manage-
ment and support effort (which offerors were required co
cost based upon their own estimates of the necessary effort)
from the environmental restoration effort, for which a
budget estimate was furnished in the solicitacion, The
protester specifically challenges the SEB's ulcimate conclu-
sion that any difference in proposed personnel was "rela-
tively insignificant," amounzzng to probably no more than
10 persons.

When agencies evaluate proposals for the award of a cost-
reimbursement contract, an offeror's proposed estimated
costs are not dispositive because, regardless of the costs
proposed, the government is bound to pay the contractor its
actual and allowable costs. Federal Acquisition Regulation
5 15.605(d). Consequently, a cost realism analysis must be
performed by the agency to determine the extent to which an
offeror's proposed costs represent what the contract should
cost, assuming reasonable economy and efficiency. CACI,
Inc.-Fed., 64 Comp. Gen. 71 (1984), 84-2 CPD ' 542. The
contracting agency is in the best position to make this cost
realism determination, and our review of an agency's exer-
cise of judgment in this area therefore is limited to deter-
mining whether the agency's cost evaluation was reasonable.
General Research Corp., 70 Comp. Gen. 279 (1991), 31-1 CPD
¶ 183, aff'd, American Mamt. Sys., Inc.; Department of the
Army--Recon., 70 Comp. Gen. 510 (1991), 91-1 CPD c 492; Grey
Advertising, Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 1111 (1976), 76-1 CPD
5 325.

The SSO and the chairman of the SEB testified that given the
differing approaches of the offerors, the choice of contrac-
tor would have a significant impact upon the total cost of
performing the contract work, including the environmental
restoration work. Tr. at 720-721, 777, 780, 786-787.
According to the SSO, it was his expectation that the firm
with the strongest qualifications and team, which he deter-
mined was Bechtel, would achieve the lowest cost of per-
formance. Tr. at 780, 787-789. Nevertheless, the SSO
testified that "it was not possible to estimate the impact
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on actual cost of oerfzrrance" of the overall contract based
on the choice of contractor because the offerors did not
furnish detailed cost or pricing data concerning the ernv-
ronxnental restoration wIork itself, bus instead (pursuant to
the solicitation. instructions) used the agency estimate for
such work. Tr. at 777, 789.

We have no basis to object to DOE's failure to evaluate the
probable cost of each offeror's approach to performing the
environmental restoration work. Consistent with the general
requirement to evaluate the realism of proposed costs, the
solicitation provided that the cost data supplied by offer-
ors would be evaluated to establish the "(e~valuated prob-
able cost to the [gjovernmenc." However, the solicitation
also requested submission of cost and pricing data only for
the management and support costs; it specifically advised
offerors that estimated costs for environmental restoration
activities were not required and that they instead should
use the budget estimate for this effort which was included
in the solicitation, We think it was clear from the RFP
terms that the agency did not intend to evaluate the cost
of the environmental restoration work, but would only
evaluate the most probable cost of the remaining elements
of the contract. If Parsons believed that DOE should also
evaluate the most probable cost of each offeror's approach
to performing the environmental restoration work, they were
required to protest the agency's intention, which was appar-
ent on the face of the solicitation, prior to the closing
date for receipt of proposals, See 4 C.F.R. § 21 (a)(1)
(1993); Holmes & Narver, Inc,, 3-239469.2; B-239469.3,
Sept. 14, 1990, 90-2 CPD ¶ 210.

On the other hand, as indicated above, Parsons could reason-
ably expect from the terms of the solicitation (and from the
general requirement for a cost realism evaluation) that DOE
would evaluate the most probable cost of performing the
contract other than the direct cost of the environmental
restoration work itself. We agree with the protester that
the agency's evaluation did not satisfy this requirement.
Although the SSO testified that he determined that the
respective proposed management and support costs of each
offeror were in fact the probable cost of accepting each
proposal, the record does not support the SSO's determina-
tion. Tr. at 771, 773-774, DOE's cost evaluation did not
adequately reconcile the significant discrepancies in the
segregation of the evaluated management and support costs
from the effectively unevaluaced environmental restoration
costs (which led to the exclusion from the evaluation of
Bechtel's proposal of certain costs which were defined by
the solicitation as management and support costs), in each
offeror's overall levels of evaluated management and support
effort, and in the calculation of fees. As a result, the
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relative cost of Bechte's maI.-eren" - --- has
significantly understated.

Again, the SEB and its finanzial adviser --nc: e2tna:
differences in each offerzr's assumpti.ns, t r.:u n, cr:-
marily, their segregation of the evaluated mranagement and
support costs from the effectively unevaluated er"vrr.nr3
restoration costs, resulted in "a lack cf czmparacti::"
between offerors' estimates of management arno supo:r :-::5
As noted by Parsons, the finano:zal adviser haJ fr;n tnas:

"to establish comparability some portLon :f
Bechtel's sub(contract] costs should be reclas-
sified as management and support. Conversely,
some portion of Parsons and W-M (WMES] should be
reclassified as [environmental restorationj acuiv-
icy cost. We are unable, however, to clearly
define what is management and support. Therefore,
we cannot effectively classify :he prcposed
subcontract costs as either (environmental
restoration] actcvity or management/support."

Although a precise segregaton of management and support
from environmental restoration activity may have been
unobtainable based on the cost information available, our
review of the record shows that at the very least, the
agency was aware that there was a significant discrepancy in
offerors' approaches and that the relative probable cost of
Bechtel's proposal was likely to significantly exceed its
proposed cost. Under paragraph C-2 of the specifications,
quality assurance and industrial and radiological and health
programs were included it, the overall management support
function to be provided by the ERMC. Tr. at 537-538,
601-602. Likewise, the RFP's instructions for the prepara-
tion of proposals advised offerors that proposals "should
reflect only estimated costs to be incurred for administra-
tion, program management, project control, quality assur-
ance, safety and health, procurement, and other support
functions." (Emphasis added.) Parsons included the cost
of approximately 40 non-secretarial, non-clerical quality
assurance and environmental safety and health positions in
its initial evaluated management and support effort,
increasing to a total of 45 positions in future contract
years. (Likewise, WMES apparently included 26 positions
initially, increasing subsequently to approximately 36
positions.)2 Tn contrast, Bechtel only included 11 quality

2Although WMES' proposal stated only that 29 positions
initially, and 39 ultimately, were allocated to quality
assurance and environmental safety and health, WMES has
advised our Office that 4 of these positions were allocated
to secretarial or clerical persons.
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assurance and envirznmentaz safety and hea --- --
within its evaluated management and succ:rt -:

Of course, offerors are generally free to pr- sei erens
approaches to performing the same work. in.:S reuari, the
financial adviser noted that while Parsons WMS-..o :-_tor se-
independent quality assurance oversight unLts (w.il-'tn and
9 to 12 positions respectively), Becntel, which cr c~sej
only 6 quatity assurance positions, instead emrhas-zed tne
responsibility of its managers for quality ass:ran:e.
Tr. at 536-538, In fact, however, the record shows that
Bechtel included in its unevaluated environmental restora-
tion effort positions in the areas of quality assurance and
environmental safety and health that the solicitation
included in the overall management and support effort.
Bechtel's proposal manager testified that additional quality
assurance personnel were included in its dedicated project
teams. Tr, at 800. Further, according to Bechtel's oropos-
al manager, it has been Bechtel's practice chat only "a
certain fraction of the quality assurance people and the
health and safety people" charge co the overall management
account; the remainder charge to the "task account, actually
to dedicated project teams." Tr. at 801-802. Likewise,
members of the SEB, including its chairman, testified that
they understood that Bechtel had included quality assurance
and environmental safety and health personnel as part of its
environmental restoration effort. Tr. at 437-438, 441--442,
447-451, 688-690. Indeed, they testified that it was within
the discretion of offerors to decide whether such personnel
are included in the management and support effort or the
environmental restoration effort. Tr, at 450-451, 710. In
other words, in addition to the quality assurance and envi-
ronmental safety and health Positions which were included in
Bechtel's management and support portion of its proposal,
and therefore were considered in the cost evaluation, addi-
tional positions were excluded by Bechtel from the cost
evaluation because they were considered part of the environ-
mental restoration effort for which DOE had specified a
fixed budget.

As noted by the SEB's financial adviser, in order to estab-
lish a comparable basis for comparison of Bechtel's proposal
with those of Parsons and WMES, some of Bechtel's environ-
mental restoration effort should be reclassified as manage-
ment and support activity and therefore included in the cost
comparison (and likewise, some of Parsons' and WMES' manage-
ment and support effort should be reclassified as environ-
mental restoration and therefore excluded from the cost
comparison). The magnitude of the adjustment required is
indicated by the 29-position initial, and 34--position ulti-
mate, difference in the quality assurance and environmental
safety and health staffing included in Bechtel's and
Parson's evaluated management and support efforts. The
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magnitude of the required adjustmenf :s Furt-er- s-es-
Parsons' proposal of '58,968, or 49,5 percent, .. r- i-
tive tabor hours than Bechtel; Parsons' adaatna-a: effor:
amounts to approximately 49 addizicnal man-years per :ar.
Although the precise adjustment requireo :n this are --
assure comparison on a comparable basis is uweer:s., He
note that Parsons, based on Bechtel's labcr rates,es:zma-es
the cost of increasing the number of qualsy assuran-, and
environmental safety and health positi-ns s eel's
evaluated management and support effort to :he numcer
proposed oy Parsnns as $12,0686,251.

In addition to the cost adjustment required to ac-cunt f-r
the differing approaches to segregating the evaluated man-
agement and support effort from the unevaluated envirzn-,
mental restoration effort, the SEB's financial adviser noted
a discrepancy among tne tfferC s in tne treatmenc or tees,
Parsons (and WMES) proposed so allocate narr o- its proposed
fees to its subcontractors such chat no addic znal fees
would be paid for by Parsons (or WMES) and reimbursed by
DOE. In contrast, Bechtel did not propose to share its
proposed fee with its subcontractors; rather, it would pay
them an additional fee, which in turn would be reimbunsed by
DOE. The financial adviser initially estimated that tne
additional cost to the government of reimbursing Becatel for
the fees paid to its subcontractors would add $18 million to
$19 million to its proposed cost, although after discussing
the question with the SEB, he revised this estimate downward
to $14 million over the 5-year base period. Tr. at 579-581.
(Although there does not appear to be a government estimate
in this regard, Parsons estimates the total adjustment ro
the Bechtel proposal for subcontractor fees for the base and
option period to be a minimum of $20.3 million. Tr. at
821.)

These upward adjustments to Bechtel's probable cost required
to account for differing approaches with respect to segre-
gating the management and support effort from the environ-
mental restoration effort, and calculating DOE's potential
exposure for the payment of fees could amount to up to
$26,686,251 (without consideration of any adjustment for
subcontractor fees during the option period). When cost
proposals are properly evaluated as provided for under the
solicitation, that is, when only offerors' r..nagement and
support costs and fees are considered, BechtUl's proposed
cost totals $245,461,268 and Parsons' totals $235,573,512.
After considering adjustments for the segregation of costs
and the proper calculation of fees, the evaluated cost of
Bechtel's propo ,.. could total as much as $272,147,519
(again, without consideration of any adjustment for
subcontractor fees during the option period), that is,
15.5 percent more than Parsons'. Parsons' resulting cost
advantage of up to 15.5 percent therefore is substantially
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larger than the perceived 3.5 percent advantage--calcula:ed
by considering total contract cost, including en':ir:nmental
restoration costs--upon which the SSO staze he casej- his
selection of Bechtel.,

It is not evident from the record how Bechtel'_ iiez.fiSed
technical/business management strengths--e:x:remel'y st:r:nZI
top management, strong personnel throughout the 3r.antzat:-
and flat organizational structure--would offset a Parsons
cost advantage of up to $36,574,007. As prev::usly its-
cussed, with respect to key people (which acczunted for
200 of the 264-point difference in total techn:cal/business
management scores), the SEB rated only 2 of Bechtel's top
14 managers more qualified than Parsons' top 14 managers.
Further, Parsons, as well as Bechtel, was viewed as having
an advantageous f'at organization; the SEB noted as
strengths the fact ;ijat in Parsons' approach the program
manager would report directly to the chief executive officer
of Parsons, the project division would report directly to
the manager, and the area project managers would be the
single point of authority for project area activities. In
addition, the SEB found the Bechtel and Parsons proposals
"equal" with respect to relevant past and comparable firm
experience and "basically equal" with respect to program
management; it also assigned them equal scores under the
evaluation criterion for corporate commitment.

In these circumstances, where Parsons' cost advantage of up
to 15.5 percent ($36,574,007) over Bechtel was 4.4 times
greater than the 3.5 percent advantage upon which the
SSO based his source selection decision, and Bechtel's
technical/business management advantage relative to Parsons
does not appear to have been significant, we conclude that
the record fails to support the selection of Bechtel under
the stated evaluation scheme. We therefore susttain the
protest on this basis.

WMES PROTEST

WMES challenges the evaluation of its technical/business
management proposal. We conclude, however, that DOE
reasonably determined it to be substantially less

'Although DOE reiterates the SSO's belief that the ultimate
cost to the government of award to Bechtel is likely to be
less than the corresponding cost of award to Parsons, as
discussed below, the extent of Bechtel's technical superior-
ity relative to Parsons is unclear. In any case, and more
significantly, the solicitation provided for consideration
of only the management and support costs and fees and the
SSO has specifically disavowed any ability to calculate the
overall cost of performing the contract.
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advantageous than Bechtel's. :n thns regari, re':zew:.n a
protest against the propriety _,f an evaluat:tr., : :s no.-
our function to independently evaluate p~roczsa~s anoi stibstz-
tute our judgment for that of the agency. See Jner3a
Serva, Enc'a, Inc., B-245458, Jan. 9, :992, 32-: P: 44.
Rather, we will review an evaluation only t: assure that it
was reasonable and consistent with the RFD evil.a::r.
criteria. Id.

Here, DOE found that key WMES personnel possessed less
relevant experience than their Bechtel counterparts. While
10 of Bechtel's 14 top managers were rated by the SEB as
outstanding and 4 were good, 11 of WMES' 15 top managers
were rated as only good, 2 as satisfactory, and only 2 as
outstanding. Since WIHES is challenging the evaluation of
only one of these 15 managers (and one additional employee
whose experience was viewed as limited), we have no basis
to question DOE's overall conclusion that the qualifications
of WMES' proposed key personnel as a whole were less
advantageous than the qualifications -f Bechtei's key
personnel.

In addition, the SEB concluded that, unlike Bechtel, WMES
possessed only limited environmental restoration experience
at large DOE contiguous sites similar to Hanford. As
explained by the agency, large DOE sites such as Hanford
pose complex and difficult technological and management
challenges as a result of their extensive contamination,
highly varied hazardous and mixed-waste contaminates, the
presence of such facilities as nuclear reactors, nuclear
fuel fabrication and research and development facilities,
and plutonium processing facilities, and the need to satisfy
multiple environmental statutes and regulatory agencies.
Tr. at 180-181. Although WHES cites those portions of its
proposal discussing its experience in performing support
work as a subcontractor, DOE distinguishes this experience
from the more demanding challenge of having overall respon-
sibility for managing an entire program at a large DOE site.
Likewise, DOE found WMES' cited experience in managing large
construction projects not to be comparable to having respon-
sibility for a large environmental restoration project.
Tr. at 398-399, 401-402, 406. We think the agency's
determination was reasonable.

DOE also determined that WMES proposed an overly complex
organizational structure characterized by a very large
number of organizational units and the diffused assignment
of responsibility for work in key areas. DOE noted that
under WMES' matrix management approach, the area program
managers responsible for performing particular projects
are required to contract for resources with the managers of
the support organizations. Since the program managers would
lack control over the support organizations and direct
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discussions. The record shows that in d-iSCUSSi43.,s ^'_O asked
WMES how its past experience in managing env:_-.mental
restoration programs was comparable to the requ: remenrs z:
the statement of work, Likewise, with respect to DCE's
concern with WMES' diffuse assignment of responsitility for
accomplishing work in key areas, the agency asked ThEE, "how
do you assign and control work? Who resolves resource :^n-
flicts?" In our view, these questions were reasonably
calculated to lead WMES generally into the area of its
proposal requiring amplification, and therefore met the
standard for meaningful discussions. See SeaSoace Corn.,
B-252476.2, June 14, 1993, 93-1 CPD ' 462. Further, in its
comments on the hearing, WMES challenged the adequacy of
discussions with respect to the two managers whose evalu-
ation it questions; it neither questions the technical
evaluation nor the adequacy of discussions with respect to
the remaining 12 too managers who received lower ratings
than Bechtel's managers. In addition, even though provided
with the opportunity during the protest to rebut the
agency's determination that it possessed only limited
environmental restoration experience at large DOE contiguous
sites, WMES has been unable to do so.

WMES (and Parsons) contends that in its evaluation of
Bechtel's experience DOE failed to consider the results
of DOE Inspector General's (DOE IG) investigation of its
performance of a subcontract at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The DOE IG concluded in
an April 21, 1993, final report that the environmental data
produced by Bechtel was of questionable value for meeting
Bechtel's contractual obligation to provide data supporting
permanent remedial action.

DOE concedes that the SEB was advised of the DOE IG's
tentative conclusions when it contacted oak Ridge while
evaluating Bechtel's BAFO in the period January 4 through
January 13, 1993. The agency reports, however, that DOE Oak
Ridge officials advised the SEB that they disagreed with the
DOE IG's tentative findings and that they, the Environmental
Protection Agency and the State of Tennessee had all con-
cluded that the data quality was adequate and sufficient to
support remedial action. Indeed, DOE Oak Ridge officials
offered a very favorable evaluation of Bechtel's performance
at Oak Ridge. In view of the preliminary nature of the DOE
IG's conclusions (the DOE IG did not issue an official draft
report until March 4), the favorable evaluation of Bechtel's
performance received by the SEB, and the fact that the ten-
tative adverse findings concerned only one of many contracts
cited by Bechtel in its proposal, we conclude that the SEB
reasonably did not significantly downgrade Bechtel's rating
under the experience criterion.

WMES, like Parsons, also protests DOE's cost evaluation on
the grounds that the agency's most probable cost analysis
was incomplete and failed to account for the understatement
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of the evaluated costs :f Be:h:el's manaeer.me: and succor:
effort. While Parsons' eva!ua:ed cos: crccsas was cased :n
49.5 percent (758,968) more productive labor h-urs :nan
Bechtel's, WMES' evaluated cost proposal was based -nly
11.8 percent (181,249) more productive labor hours.
(Likewise, while Parsons included 29 more Lnitial and
34 final quality assurance and environmental safezy and
health positions in its evaluated management and surfcr:
effort than did Bechtel, WMES included only 14 initial and
24 final additional positions). More importantly, while
Bechtel's technical/business management advantage re~t-ive
to Parsons appeared limited, and amounted to only 264 eva u-
ation points (4.8 percent), DOE found that Bechtel's
proposal offered significant advantages relative to WMES'
under 3 of the 4 technical/business management criteria,
amounting to a 799-point (16.2 percent) advantage.

We conclude that, given Bechtel's significant advantage
under the technical/business management factor, the most
important evaluation factor, the likely increase in the
evaluated cost of Bechtel's proposal necessary to assure the
evaluation of cost proposals on a comparable basis would not
be sufficient to give WMES a reasonable chance for award.
We therefore do not think the defective cost evaluation
prejudiced WMES.

RECOMMENDATION

Accordingly, Parsons' protest is sustained, and WMES'
protest is denied. We recommend that DOE reevaluate the
Parsons and Bechtel proposals to determine the most probable
cost to the government for management and support costs and
fees, taking into account any differences in approach
between the offerors so as to assure that proposals are
evaluated on a comparable basis. If this is not possible
with the information now available to the agency, we
recommend that it revise the solicitation if necessary,
conduct discussions with the 3 offerors, and then request
revised proposals. Further, Parsons is entitled to re-m-
bursement of its protest costs, including reasonable
attorneys' fees. 4 C.F.R. § 21.6(d). In accordance with
4 C.F.R. § 21.6(f) (1), Parsons should file its claim for
costs, detailing and certifying the time expended and costs
incurred, within 60 days after receipt of the decision since
failure to file the claim within that time shall result in
forfeiture of its tight to recover costs.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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